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MULTILINEAR CONVOLUTIONS DEFINED
BY MEASURES ON SPHERES

DANIEL M. OBERLIN

ABSTRACT. Let a be Lebesgue measure on £n-i and write a = (ay,... ,an)

for an element of En-i- For functions fy,..., }n on R, define

T(fy,...,fn)(x) =   / fl(x-<Ty)--fn(x-o-n)dff, X € R.

This paper partially answers the question: for which values of p and q is there

an inequality

l|T(/i,...,/»)||,<C||/,||,...||/»||,7

1. For a function / on R and t E R, define the translate ft of / by ft(x) =

f(x -(),(£ R, An n-linear operator M taking n-tuples of functions on R to

functions on R is called a multilinear convolution (see [2, 3, 4]) if

M((fy)t,...,(fn)t) = (M(fy,...,fn))t, t E R.

We are interested in certain multilinear convolutions M defined as follows. Let A

be a locally finite Borel measure on Rn. If fy,... ,/„ are continuous functions of

compact support on R, put

M(fy,...,fn)(x)=   I      fy(x-Xy)-fn(x-Xn)dX(xy,...,Xn), X E R.
JR"

Our question about such M is the question of Lp-boundedness: taking IP norms

with respect to Lebesgue measure, when do we have an inequality

||M(/i,...,/n)||,<C||/i||p---||/n||p?

If A is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rn, then some

results along these lines follow from [4]. This paper is concerned with the case that

occurs when A is a, the Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere £n_i in Rn. Writing

a = (ay,... ,a„) for an element of En_i, we thus define

Tn(fy,...,fn)(x)= fy(x-o-y)-fn(x-crn)dtr,        xER,

for, say, bounded Borel functions fy ,...,/„ on R. The problem is to determine the

exponent pairs (£, t ) such that there exists an inequality

(1)_ l|T„(/i,...,/„)||,<C(P,9)||/i||p---||/n||p.
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To state our result, let R = R(n) be the closed convex hull in R2 of the points

(°<0)> (b !)' (S& 1). (^3> 4s)« (nTT'O)- (See Figure 1.)

THEOREM. 7/(1) /io/ds, then (~A) lies in the region R. Conversely, */(p-,^)

is in the region R and not on the two closed line segments forming the right-hand

boundary D of R, then (1) holds. If the functions fy,...,fn are restricted to be

characteristic functions of subsets o/R, then (1) holds also when (_-, i) E D.

The organization of this paper is as follows. §2 contains the proof of the necessity

of the theorem's condition: that (_-, |) lies in R if (1) holds. The rest of the paper

contains the proof of the sufficiency. For technical reasons we will be concerned here

with operators S more general than T„: let x ■ y represent the scalar product of

two vectors x,y E R", fix vectors Vy,... ,v„ in Rn, and define S = S(n; vy,..., vn)

by

S(fy,.--,fn)(x)=   / fy(x-VyCr)--fn(x-VnCr)dtr.

We will prove by induction on the dimension n that if vy,..., v„ are linearly inde-

pendent, then (A): the inequality

(2) ||5(/l,...,/n)||,<q|/l||p---||/n||P

holds if (i i) is in R but not in D; and (B): the inequality

(3) ||5(/i,...,/„)||,<C||/i||p---||/n||p

holds if (-, -) is in R and Iy,...,I„ are characteristic functions of subsets of R.

(The constants in (2) and (3) depend on p, q, and the choice of vy,..., vn).
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The induction starts with the case n = 2. This is handled in §4. We now outline

the proof of (A) and (B) when n > 2.

To prove (B) it would be sufficient, by multilinear complex interpolation using

the Lorentz spaces L9'1 (see [1, §4.4 and 4.7]), to show that (3) holds whenever

(_-, |) is one of the five extreme points of R. The point (0,0) is trivial, while (£, 1)

is easy and is left to the reader. The point (^f, 1) is treated in §5, and (^y,0)

is considered in §3. The remaining point (■£$, ^+3) is not dealt with directly.

Rather, in §5 we split the positive operator S into a sum of two other positive

operators: S = Sy + S2. It is shown in §5 that

(4) ||Si(/i,...,/n)||,<q|/i||p--.||/„||p

holds when („-, j) = (1,1). Since (4) holds also whenever (3) holds, it follows that

(4) holds whenever (|, |) E R. It is shown in §6 that

(5) ||52(/1,...,/n)||,<C||/1||p-.-||J„||p

holds when (p-,^) = (^+2>0)- Since (5) holds also whenever (3) holds, it follows

that (5) holds whenever (±, ±) E R.

The proof of (A) is similar. Again, (2) is clear if (£, i) is (0,0) or (^,1). It is

shown in §5 that (2) holds for ± = 1 if ± < -\ < 2±1 and in §3 that (2) holds for

-=0if0<„-< Jj=i. The proof is then completed by the inequalities

||Sl(/l,...,/n)||l<q|/l||l-|l/»lll,

which is established in §5, and

||52(/l,...,/„)||oc<q|/l||p---||/n||P,

which is established in §6 for 0 < _- < ^5.

2. Assume that (1) holds whenever the fj are characteristic functions. We will

observe that the inequalities

(6) i < n-,

q      p

t«\ ,      2 ^ n + l
(7) n-l + ->-,

q p

and

(8) n + - >-
q p

must hold. These inequalities imply that (h,^) lies in the region R. To see that

(6) holds, set each fj equal to I\-l,l\i the characteristic function of [-L,L\. Then

(1) implies
Ll/q < CLn/p

Letting L —* 00 yields (6). Inequality (7) follows by setting fj = I[-e,e] if 1 < J <

n—1 and /„ = I[y-2ei,i-r2e2]- Then (1) implies

£n-l + 2/q < C£(n+l)/p
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As £ —► 0, (7) follows. To obtain (8), let fy be the characteristic function of [2-1/2 —

e2,2~1/2+£2], let f2 be the characteristic function of [-2_1/2-e2, -2_1/2+c-2], and

set fj = I[-e,e] for 3 < j < n. If B is the box in Rn whose characteristic function at

(xy,..., xn) is n>=i fj(xj)i then the (surface area) measure of (B + (t, t,..., t)) fl

En_i is of the order en if \t\ < e/2n. Thus (1) implies en+1/« < Ce'n+2>/P, and

this gives (8).

3. Suppose that vy,...,vn are linearly independent vectors in Rn. The purpose

of this section is to establish the inequalities

(9) f       fll^vj-^da <Cn|JE?i|<"-1>/<"+1),
•/E"-'j = l i=l

and,for0<i<^,

- n n

(10) /       Ylfj(vro)d<,<cX[]]f]]]v.
J-Ln-l J = y j=y

Here and through the paper Ij denotes the characteristic function of Ej C R, ]Ej]

denotes the Lebesgue measure of Ej, and the fj are nonnegative functions on R.

The constants in (9) and (10) will depend on n and the choice oi vy,... ,vn, and

the constant in (10) will also depend on p.

We begin by observing how (10) follows from (9). Inequality (9) is equivalent to

. n n

(11) / ]lfl(VrO-)d<T<Cll\\f}\\{n+ymn_yhy

where the norms are those of the Lorentz space Z/n+1'/(n-1',1(R). If M =

max{|iij ■ a]: a E En_i,l < j < n} and /_, is the restriction of fj to [—M,M],

then the left-hand side of (10) is unchanged if fj is replaced by fj. Thus (10) is a

consequence of (11) and the inequalities

]\fd(n+imn-l),l<C\\fj\\p<C]\fj\\p

if 2±1  < p < oo.

We begin the proof of (9) with a lemma.

LEMMA 3.1.   Suppose E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of {x = (xy,... ,xn) E

R" '■ Xj >0, 1 < j < n}.  Then if ]E\ is the Lebesgue measure of E, we have

PROOF. It is enough to prove this in the case of a bounded E with \E] > 0. In

this case, define

*3 = \E\JE Xj dX'

Put

i(x) = Y2^    2€Rn'
j=i Xj
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and

T(r) = {x:xj>0, l<j< n; l(x) < r}.

Define E+ = E n T(n) and E~ = E ~ E+. Since fB(n - l(x)) dx = 0, we have

/   (l(x)-n)dx= I    (n-l(x))dx< I      (n-l(x))dx.
JE- JE+ JT(n)

Of all sets

F C {x: x3 > 0, 1 < j < n; l(x) > n}

such that

/ (l(x) - n)dx < (n - l(x)) dx,
JF JT(n)

the one with largest ]F\ will be the set

FQ = {x: x} > 0, 1 < j < n; n < l(x) < s} = T(s) ~ T(n),

where s > n is chosen to have

/   (l(x)-n)dx= /      (n — l(x))dx.
Jf0 JT(n)

Since

pwi-Sn** / /(x)dx=^n^,
^=1    j v j=i

it follows that s = n + 1. Then

\E\ = \E+] + \E~\< \T(n)\ + \F0] = \T(s)\ = ^±^1^
n\      xx

j=i

COROLLARY 3.2.   (a) If E is a Lebesgue measurable subset o/Rn, then

j=yjE

(b) 7/tfi,..., tyn are linearly independent in Rn, inere is a constant C (depending

on n and Wy,..., wn) such that

n      .

I^n+l <C\[   I    \W]-X\dx

3=1 •*E

for measurable E C Rn.

(c) Ifwy,... ,wn are linearly independent in Rn, there is a constant C (depending

on n and wy,..., wn) such that

(*{E))»+1<cf[[ \wj-o\da
j=yjE

for measurable E C En_i.

PROOF. Statement (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1. The proof of

(b) is an easy change of variables argument: With ej denoting the jth unit vector
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in Rn, define a linear mapping T on Rn by ej ■ Tx = w0 ■ x, 1 < j < n. Then,

writing |T| for |det(T)|,

/   \Wj ■x]dx=—      \e0 ■ Tx]]T]dx = — |e> ■ y\ dy.
Je Ij I Je I1 I Jt(E)

Thus

|T| • \E\n+1 = |T|-"|T(£)|"+1 < lT|-"2"(n|1)W TT f      \tj ■ y] dy
n' j=y Jt(E)

2"(n + l)"ff f
=---[[ /   ]w0-x]dx,

U- j=ljE

where the inequality follows from (a). To obtain (c), fix E C En_i and define

E = {ro: a E E, 0 < r < 1}. Then

\E\ = -a(E)    and     /   lw,- • x] dx =- /   |u)?- • cr| da.
n Je    3 n + lJE1   3

Thus (c) follows from (b).

LEMMA 3.3. Fix linearly independent vy,... ,vn-y in R". Define F: En_i —>

Rn_1 by F(a) = (vy ■ a,..., vn-y ■ a) and define D(a) to be the determinant of the

matrix whose rows are the vectors a,Vy,V2,...,vn-i- Then, with \A] denoting the

Lebesgue measure of a subset A o/R"-1, we have

f \D(a)\da<2]F(E)\
Je

for all EC S„_i.

PROOF. Let 5„_i be the closed unit ball in Rn_1 and parametrize the "top

half" £+_! of £„ by the map

G: X = (Xy,...,Xn-y) r-» (xy,...,X„-y,\/l - \x\2) = (oy, . . . ,On) = O,

X E Bn-y.

The map G carries the measure dx/an on Sn-i to the measure da on £„_!• Write

Vj = (vh...,Vj-) for 1 < j < n - 1. Then the Jacobian JH of the map H = Fo G

is the determinant of the matrix [v^ - v^Xi/an]y<ij<n-y. A little linear algebra

shows that ]JH\ = ]D(a)\/an. Thus, if y = H(x) = F(a), then

dy = \J„\dx = ^^ dx = ]D(a)]da,

at least on any subset of £^_, where F is one-to-one. A similar argument applies

to £^_i. Since F is one-to-one on the two components of the complement of En_!

with respect to the hyperplane spanned by Vy,...,v„-y, the lemma follows.

PROOF OF (9). For E C En_i, let Vj • E = {vj a: a E E} C R. We will show

the existence of C such that
n

(12) a(E)<CYl\vrE\^-^^n+1\        £CE„.,.
j=i
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Then (9) follows if E = {a: v}■ ■ a E Ej, 1 < j <n}. For fixed /, define Fi(a) to be

(vy -a,... ,vi-y a,vi+y a,...,vn a). Then, using j -1 to indicate Lebesgue measure

in both R"_1 and R,
n

mE)\<U\vj-E\,
3 = 1
3*1

so

(13) f[ ]Ft(E)\<fl \vj-E]n-\
1=1 j=l

By Lemma 3.3,

(14) f \D,(tr)\ da < 2\Ft(E)],
Je

where Di(a) is the determinant of the matrix whose rows are the vectors

o,vy,V2, ■ ■ ■ ,vi-y,vi+y,... ,vn. But Di(a) = wi ■ a, where wi is some vector or-

thogonal to the linear span of {vj}j^i. Since vy,... ,v„ are linearly independent, it

follows that wy,...,wn are linearly independent also. Now (12) is a consequence

of (13), (14), and (c) of Corollary 3.2.

4. Fix linearly independent vy and V2 in R2 and write e(9) = (cos 9, sin 9).

Define
r2ir

S(fi,f2)(x)= /     fy(x-vy-e(9))f2(x-V2-e(9))d9.
Jo

Consider the inequalities

(2') ||5(/„/2)||,<C||/i||p||/2||P)

(3') ||5(/i,/2)||,<C||/i||p||i2||p.

The purpose of this section is to show that

(A') (2') holds if (p) ,) is in the region R but not on either of the lines

(B') (3') holds if (i, \) is in R.

Bearing in mind the procedure for proving (A) and (B) which was laid out in

§1, we begin by noting again that (2') holds when (^A) = (0,0) (trivially) and

when (i ^) = (^, 1) (a consequence of Fubini's theorem and Holder's inequality).

Additionally, we recall from §3 that (2') holds for A = 0 when -\ < | and that (3')

holds when (i ±) = (j,0). The next step is

LEMMA 4.1.   Inequality (2') holds when (£, ±) = (|, 1).

PROOF. Suppose fy,f2 > 0. Then

/oo />27r

/,(*)/     f2(x + vy-e(9)-V2-e(9))d9dx.
-oo ^0
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Write
r2ir

Tf(x) = f(x + vy e(9) - v2 ■ e(9)) d9.
Jo

It is enough to check that

(15) IIT/IU < qi/IU/3.

Now

Tf(x)= I     f(x + ]vy -v21cos9)d9
Jo

9   flV,~V21    fl dU
= 2 f(x - u)

J-\v,-v2\ \/K -l>2|2 -U2

Since the function h(u) = (\vy - ?;2|2 - u2)~1/2 is in the Lorentz space L2'°° on

[—|fi - u2|, |t>i - u2|], inequality (15) follows from Comment 1.4 on p. 121 of [5].

Let / be a subset of [0,27r] to be determined later and define

J = [0,2tt] ~ /,    Sy(fy,f2)(x) = J fy(x - Vy ■ e(9))f2(x - v2 • e(9))d9,

52(/i,/2)(z) = j fy(x-vy e(9))f2(x - v2 ■ e(9)) d9.

We will show that I can be chosen to have

(16) ||5i(/i,/2)||i<C|i/i||i||/2||i,

(17) ||S3(/i,/a)||oo < C(p)||/i||p||/a||P)        \ < \,
P     £

and

(is) ||52(/i,/2)||oo<q|/i||2||/2||2.

Since S = Sy + S2 and since Sy and S2 are Lp — Lq bounded whenever 5 is, it

will follow by interpolation from (16)-(18), from Lemma 4.1, and from the remarks

preceding Lemma 4.1 that (A') and (B') hold. Since (17) follows from (18) as

(10) follows from (9) in §3, we will be concerned with only (16) and (18). Write

Vi = rie(4>t) for i = 1,2 and vy —1>2 = re(<t>), where 0 < qb, </>, < 27r. Note that qb, (py,

and <j>2 are all distinct since vy and t>2 are linearly independent. Then, if /1, /2 > 0,

||Si(/i,/a)||i= /    !i(x) f f2(x + rcos(9-qb))d9dx.
J-00 Ji

Thus (16) is true if

y"/2(z + rcos(0-0))dt?<C||/2||i.

The change of variables t = cos(9 — <f>) then shows that (16) holds if |sin(0 - qb)]

is bounded away from zero on /. It is therefore enough to show that (18) holds

whenever |sin(f? — <#i)sin(# — <fo)| is bounded away from zero on J. We will show

below that if |sin(0 - qby)sin(9 — 02)| > <5 > 0 on J, then

(19) (r1r2)1/2r5|£:|<9|?;1-e(£;)|1/2|t;2-e(f;)|1/2,        E C J.
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Here Vi ■ e(E) = {vi ■ e(9): 9 E E}. From this (18) will follow just as (9) followed

from (12) in §3. Now J can be partitioned into 9 subsets Ji, 1 < i < 9, on each of

which Vj -e(9) = rj cos(9 — qbi) is monotone for both j = 1 and j = 2. If Ei = En Ji,

then

f[]vre(Ei)]1'2 = f[((   rJ]sm(9-<t>3)\d9)      >(ryr2)lIH]Ex].
j=y j=i \Je* /

This gives (19).

5. Suppose that vy,...,vn are linearly independent in Rn, n > 3. The purpose

of this section is to establish the inequalities, for fy,..., /„ > 0,

(20) fX   f       fllJ(x-Vj-o)dadx<cfl\Ej\(n+1V(n+V
J-OoJVn-!  j=y j=y

and, for ± < ± < £§,

/oo     /• n n

/       Ylfj(x-vra)dadx<cH\]fj\\p.
-OO   JS„-1   j=y j=y

We will also introduce operators Si and 52 such that S = Sy + S2 and show that

(22) ||5,(/i,...,/n)||i<Cni|/,||i.
3 = 1

As before, the constants in (20)-(22) will depend on n and the choice of «i,..., w„.

The constant in (21) will also depend on p.

Recall from §3 that the linear map T: Rn —* R" is defined by ej -Tx = Vj ■ x,

x E R". Fix a unit vector un with Tun = (c,c,...,c) for some c E R, and let

{u-i,..., un} be an orthonormal basis for Rn. Let n be Lebesgue measure on En_2.

Parametrize (almost all of) £n_i by

n-l

a - Yl rrl3u3 +sgn(r)\/l - r2un   where n = (riy,... ,n„_i) E £„-2, -1 < r < 1.

3 = 1

Then

d" = ̂ -27!hdT>
and, for a function / on R,

/       /       f((x,...,x)-To)dadx
J-OO JXn-1

= /     /       /    (x,...,x)-sgn(r)\/l-r2(c,...,c)

J-OO J-1 JZ„-2 \

-rl£)r,m,J j dW-'-^L^dx
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In particular, the left-hand side of (21) is equal to

/   F(r)|r|n-2^====,

where

F{j) = L    I       tlf3[x-r^T[J2vkUk))dr,dx.

At the end of this section we will prove that

(23) f F(r)]r\n-2dr<cf[]]f}]]y
J-1 j=l

and, if fj = Ij,

n

(24) F(r) < Cr1-"2/(n+2) ]J \E3]n^n+2\

3 = 1

Let us see how (20) follows from (23) and (24): Write n for n"=i \Ej\. If n > 1,

then, by (24),

f   JF,(r)|r|n_2—===== <Cnn/("+2' /    |r|("-2)/(n+2)      dr

J-1 \/l - r2 J-y \/l - r2
< CTI("+1)/(n+2).

If, on the other hand, 0 < n < 1, let 6 = n2/<n+2> and split the integral. First,

f~S F(r)|r|"-2^=== < S~^C f^ F(r)]r]n~2 dr
Js-i Vl - rz Js-i

<6-l/2cn = cn(n+1v(n+2\

where the second inequality follows from (23). Then, from (24),

f F(r)|r|"~2     dr      < r?nn/(n+2) /     r("~2)/("+2)     dr
J{i-s<\r\<i} y/i- r2 ~ Ji-s Vl - r2

< CTT/(n+2)(51/2 = cn(n+1)/(n+2).

To deduce (21) we require the estimate

(25) F(r)<Crl-n'af[\\fj\\a,
3 = 1

valid if i = -2_ -£ and e > 0 is small. This analogue of (24) will also be established

at the end of this section. Fix a small s > 0 and put -\ = -2_ _ e_ Also fix 6 with

0 < 8 < 1. Then (25) gives

(26) /_/(r)|r|W"a (l-^)!-* gCftlWI"
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We want to interpolate (26) with (23) to obtain (21) in the form

(27) f F(r)\rr*~== <cf[ ]]fj\\p,

for any £ slightly smaller than 2±i. (Since (21) holds with i = £, one more inter-

polation will then establish (21) for £ < -\ < ^5.) The method of interpolating

between (23) and (26) is to apply complex multilinear interpolation to the operator

(Ai-.-i/n) >-> F(r) where, for the operator's range, we interpolate with change

of measure between spaces Lx([—1,1], |r|n_2dr/(l - r2)"), 0 < a < 1 - 6. (The

theorems justifying this interpolation can be found in §§4.4 and 5.4 of [1].) The

result is that (27) holds when

H~Kl^)(nT2+£)'
We now define

Sy(fy,...,fn)(x)=  j     "  f flfj
J-f-1     J-£n-2 j—y

■ I x - sgn(r)cVl ~ r2 - e3■ T I Y rnkUk J J dn|r|"-2--=====,

and S2(fy,...,fn)(x) similarly, but with f^y replaced by /{i_7<|P|<i}- Here

7 E (0,1) will be fixed subject to a further restriction in §6.  Then S = Sy + S2.

Since

/1_7 dri   F(r)\rr*-^L=

if /ii • • • t fn > 0, (22) is a consequence of (23).

Here is the promised proof of (23): If / is a nonnegative function on Rn and |T|

is the absolute value of the determinant of T, then

ITp1 /   f(x)dx
Jr."

= I f[T[Y2xkUk))dxi"■dXn

= / / lc(l, ...,X) +T I Y2,Xkuk I  )   dly ■■■dxn-ydx

-|C|_1/     //       fH^-^)+T\^rnkUk\\ dr,rn~2drdx.

Substituting fl"=i fj(xj) for f(xy,. ..,x„) gives (23).

The proofs of (24) and (25) depend on the induction hypotheses: that (A) and

(B) of §1 are true in dimension n—1. We begin by stating a fact from linear algebra

which can be proved by comparing determinants:

If Vi,... ,vn-y, (1,1,..., 1) are linearly independent in Rn, then

the vectors ((ej-ei)-vi,(e,--ei)-V2,. •• ,(ej-ey)-vn-y), 2 < j < n,

are linearly independent in Rn_1.
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In particular, the vectors ((e3-ey)-Tuy,..., (ej-ey)-Tun-y), 2 < j < n, are linearly

independent in Rn_1. Let /J denote the dilate of fj defined by fj(x) = fj(rx) and

define TJ similarly. We have

F(r) = rj     j       flfjlx-ej-T(Y2vkUk)j dr,dx

= r j" fl(x) £      f[ /J lx - (ej -ey)T\Y2 VkUk) j dr, dx

/oo p n
/[ (x) / I fj (x-Wj-n) dri dx,

-OO J^n-2 j = 2

where w3 = ((ej - ey) ■ Tuy,..., (e}\ — ey) ■ Tun_i), 2 < j < n. Define

Sn-l(f2, ■■■, fn)(x) = Jl fi(X ~ W3 ' *?) dfl'
J^n-2j-2

Since ||/;||p = Irj-1/"!!^||p, (24) follows from

n

||Sn_i(/2,...,/„)||(n+2)/2 < C\\ ||/J||(n+2)/n,

which is the case (-\, ±) = (^5, ^5) of (3) in dimension n-l. Finally, (25) follows

similarly from

l|5„-i(/2r,...,/„)||y<cnn/;i|s,     J + 7 = i,
3 = 2

(that is the case (-, -) = (-\, jr) of (2) in dimension n-l) which is true because

(i, jr) E R(n - 1) if i = -2^ - £ and £ > 0 is small.

6. With S2 as defined in §5, the purpose of this section is to prove the inequalities

n

(28) ||S2(/1,...,/„)||00<Cni^ln/(n+2),

3=1

and,ifO<i<-^,

n

(29) ||S2(/i,...,/»)||oo<Cnil/illp-
3=1

As before, the constants will depend on n, vi,...,vn, and (in (29)) on p. Now (29)

follows from (28) as (10) followed from (9) in §3. For 0 < 6 < 1, let M(6) = {a E

En_!: \a ■ un] < 8}. Since

S2(/i,..., In)(x) = /       _ ] \ Ij(x - Vj ■ a) da,
JM(y/2^f^) J = y
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(28) will follow when we show that for some fixed 8 = 8(vy,..., vn) E (0,1) we have

/       fllJ(v]-*)da<cfl\E]r^+V.
JM(S)  J = y j=y

For j = 1,... ,n define Vj = v,-/|vj|. For 8 > 0 define N(8) to be the set

{a E Sn-i: ]o~ — Vj], \a + Vj] > 8 for 1 < j < n}.

Since Vj ■ un = ej ■ Tun = c ^ 0 for 1 < j < n, there is some positive 8 such that

M(8) C N(8). We will show, then, that

(30) /      fll](v]-a)da<cfl]E]]^n^l
Jm°) jjy j=y

Let Sj be the linear span of {vi,... ,Vj_i,Vj+i, ... ,vn}. Since f]j^j0 Sj is the set

of scalar multiples of Vj0, there is an £ > 0 such that, for any jo,

dist(cr, Sj) < £ for all j ^ jo implies min{|cr + Vj0\, ]a — i)j0]} < 8    (a E Sn_i).

In particular,
n

N(8) C (J {ct € £„_!: dist(<7, Sj) > e}.

3 = 1

Thus, for fixed Ey,...,En, there is some jo (1 < jo < n) such that if

A(<5,y0) = N(8) H {a: dist(<r,Sio) > £},

then
,. n f. n

j \l](vja)da<n I \ Ij (vj ■ a) da.
JN(6)jJy JN(S,jo)j = y

So fix jo. Inequality (30) will follow from

p. n n

(31) / JJ Ij(vj  a) da < C JJ |£J|"/(n+2».
JlV(6,jo)] = y J = 1

Let {wy,... ,wn-y,Vj0} be an orthonormal basis for Rn. Parametrize (almost all

of) £„-i by

n-l

° = Y, rVkWk+sgn(r)\/l - r2vJO    where n = (ny,.. .,nn-i) E S„_2, -1 < r < 1.

k=i

Then the inequalities \a ± ijj0] > 8 imply |r| > a for some a = a(e) > 0. Thus, if

V = {a: dist(a, Sj0) > £}, then

/ \lj(vro)do
JN(6,jo) j=y

< / I -0 I uj "   Yl rr)kWk + sgn(r)\/l - r2v}0    )/v(n,r)dij

_ rl~

•/,o(l^o|sgn(r)v/r^)|r|"-2-7==.
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Then (31) will follow if the right-hand side of the inequality above can be bounded

by
n

cYl\EJ\n^n+2l
3 = 1

To simplify notation we work only with fa—the integral /_" is treated similarly.

Write

F{r) = JJ 7> I VJ' "   X rr,kWk + Vl ~ r2vjo   J Iv(n, r) dr,.
E"-2j¥io   V    Lfc=i J/

Then the desired inequality is

faF{r)I]0 (]Vj0\^l—^)rn-2^=<CY[]E3]^n+2\

Since

fa ijo (KIn/i3^) r"~27=f ^ °\ejoI

the duality between the Lorentz spaces L(n+2)/"-1 and £(«+2)/2,oo ^on tjje inter-

val [a, 1] with the measure rn~2dr/\/l — r2) shows that it is enough to prove the

following for A > 0:

al . x2/(n+2)
/£(r)r"-2-7====J

<C Yl |£j|n/(n+2).

j¥=30

To prove (32), let us assume for the moment the inequalities

(33) F(r) <C Yl |£;|(n_2)/n,        a < r < 1,

(34) f1 F(r)r»-2^£L= < (7 JJ l^'l-

Write 7 for the integral

HI^O, then
A<C JJ |^|("-2)/"

follows from (33). Also, the inequality

XI<fF(r)r"-*-£==<CYl\E3]
J a Vi -r j¥io

follows from (34). These last two inequalities then yield (32) in the form

Al + 2/n72/n < c J-J   |^.|
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To prove (33) we begin by defining vectors u3 E R"_1, j ^ jo, by u3 = (v3 ■

wy,...,Vj • u)„_i). We will need to know that these n-l vectors are linearly

independent in Rn_1. This is true because the absolute value of the determinant

of the matrix whose rows are the vectors Uj is the same as the absolute value of the

determinant of the matrix V ■ W. Here V is the (nonsingular) matrix whose rows

are the vectors vy,..., v3o-y, Vj0+y,..., vn, Vj0 and W is the matrix whose columns

are the (orthonormal) vectors Wy,... ,wn-y,Vj0.

Now for j ^ j0

'n-l _      ]

vj '   X rrlkWk + \A - r2Vj0   = ruj ■ n + \/l - r2v3 ■ v3o,

.k=l

so

F(r) < f       Yl 7i(rui ' " + V1 - r2vJ ' "io) dr,.
•/e—2jWo

By (9) in dimension n — 1, the right-hand side of the inequality above is bounded

by
Cr-(n-l)(n-2)/n  TT   |£.|(n-2)/2_

Since a < r < 1, this yields (33). To obtain (34), we begin by noting that

(35) f F(r)r"-2^===< /   JJ i>; " ")<**.
Ja Vi^V2    Jvf£o

Let D(a) be the determinant of the matrix whose rows are the vector a and the

vectors v3, j ^ j0. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that

(36) j  JJ/J(vJ-cr)|r;W|d<r<2TJl^l-

Since

V = {a: dist(cr,5JO) > e}

and since D(a) = 0 if and only if a E S3o, it follows that

|£>a| >0= 0(e) > 0    if a E V.

Together with (35) and (36), this gives (34).
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